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ABSTRACT: Despite decades of research on the role of intrinsic defects in enhancing
the performance of reduced TiO2 based materials, unambiguous identification of defects
responsible for visible light absorption, and near-infrared (NIR) photoluminescence from
undoped TiO2 has remained challenging. Herein, through in situ photoluminescence
(PL) studies under a controlled environment, we investigated the origin of an extended
visible absorption, visible and NIR PL emission from undoped TiO2 nanoribbons grown
by a solvothermal route. Our studies reveal that oxygen vacancies, Ti3+, and F+ center in
TiO2 are responsible for absorption in the violet and blue-green region and the PL
emission in the visible region. On the other hand, absorption in the yellow-red to NIR
region and PL emission in the NIR region at 1.47 and ∼1.30 eV are due to Ti4+ and Ti3+

interstitials, respectively, near the surface identified for the first time. The above
conclusions are supported by electron paramagnetic resonance and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy analyses. The development of such nanoporous undoped TiO2 nanoribbons
with strong visible absorption and optical identification of Ti interstitial induced band gap states serves as an important milestone
toward realizing improved visible light photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications of this novel material.

■ INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, nanostructured TiO2 is being recognized
as a powerful multifunctional materials with diverse range of
applications, for example, in photocatalysis,1 photovoltaic cells,2

humidity sensors,3 Li ion batteries,4 solar cells,5 spintronic
devices,6 and so on. More importantly, defect engineered TiO2

nanostructures have received unprecedented attention because
intrinsic as well as extrinsic defects play a very crucial and
fundamental role in enhancing the material/device perform-
ance. In particular, understanding the origin of red-shifts of the
absorption edge of undoped reduced TiO2 and the visible-light
photoactivity of undoped and doped TiO2 remains a hot topic
of discussion.7−10 Despite numerous studies, some of which
have recognized that intrinsic defects such as oxygen vacancies
(Ov) and associated defects contribute to the absorption of
light in the visible spectral region,7 a detailed understanding on
the optical properties of such defects and the conditions needed
for the formation of such defects remain experimentally
somewhat elusive. Chen et al.11 reported that midgap states
above the valence band maximum, instead of Ti3+ ions
associated with Ov, are responsible for the visible and infrared
absorption in disordered engineered black TiO2. Numerous
theoretical as well as experimental investigations though favor
the Ov model to explain the bandgap states and bandgap
narrowing in TiO2, the crucial role of Ti interstitials (Tii) in the
near surface region for the bandgap states was elucidated by
Wendt et al.12 Earlier, through an elegant set of experiments,

Henderson13 demonstrated that the major diffusing species in
the bulk-assisted reoxidation of ion-sputtered TiO2 are Tii
rather than Ov. However, optical spectroscopic evidence of Ti
interstitials and identification of the electronic states associated
with them are not established yet.
Attempts have been made to dope metal14,15 or non-

metal10,16 impurities to optimize the band gap of TiO2 to visible
light. However, the introduction of dopants acts as charge
carrier recombination centers, which reduce the chance of the
carriers to reach the particle surface to participate in the desired
reaction and becomes a major issue affecting the photocatalytic
efficiency.17 Studies on the reduction of TiO2 during the
doping process have indicated the dominant role of F-type
color centers in the visible-light-activity of TiO2 photocatalysts.
Recently, some approaches based on dopant-free, pure TiO2

phase were proposed in order to overcome this limitation.8,18

The decisive role of surface disorder and point defects, such as
Ov and Tii in dictating the bandgap narrowing and related
application of TiO2 has been emphasized in the recent
literatures. However, the actual nature of defects such as Ov

and Tii in reduced TiO2 and its role in the visible light
photocatalysis are still under intense debate. Interestingly, both
Tii and Ov may coexist in the reduced TiO2 though in different
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concentration, depending on the chemical synthesis and post-
growth thermal treatments under different environments.
Therefore, it is important to provide a detailed description
and understand the specific role of each native defect in
reduced TiO2. Native defects could influence both visible light
absorption and may reduce the electron−hole recombination,
which results in enhancement of highly promising photo-
catalytic effect in this novel material. Recently, Liu et al.9

reported the enhanced visible light photocatalysis in Ti3+ self-
doped TiO2 materials. The concentration of the native defects
typically depends on the growth conditions. However, the
nature of bandgap states induced by the Tii is yet to be
identified experimentally. It is therefore imperative to under-
stand the evolution of the native defects in bandgap engineered
TiO2 nanostructures with different growth/processing con-
ditions and identify the defects responsible for enhanced
photocatalytic and photovoltaic performance.
The recent growth in theoretical interest in the electronic

structure of point defects in TiO2 has yielded powerful
calculation approaches that predict more precise energy levels
in the bandgap caused by Ov and Tii.

19,20 Though there have
been some experimental confirmations of these native defects
by various groups,8,12,18,21 experimental confirmation of
predicted energy levels of Tii have remained challenging. The
diffusion of Tii defects from surface to bulk during heating in
reduced atmosphere and opposite effect that occurs in oxygen
atmosphere have been addressed by some groups.12,13

However, the assignment of the point defects to specific
photoluminescence (PL) emission in TiO2 polymorphs (mainly
anatase and rutile) remains unclear and is highly debated.
Though visible PL emission is common in defective TiO2,
which has been attributed to oxygen vacancies,22−24 there is no
systematic understanding on the near-infrared (NIR) PL
emission in rutile TiO2. Some reports suggested that it is the
intrinsic defects in rutile TiO2

22,25 that gives rise to NIR PL.
Montoncello et al.26 reported the NIR PL at 1.51 eV for both
phases (anatase and rutile) at low temperature (11 K), and the
spectra were interpreted as the phonon replica effect,
originating from ionization of oxygen vacancies. A recent
report on the NIR PL emission from large bandgap ZnO was
explained on the basis of donor−acceptor transition between
Ov and Zn vacancies and the radiative recombination of
shallowly trapped electrons with deeply trapped holes at
interstitial Oi.

27 However, there is no in situ study, to the best
of our knowledge, on the evolution and origin of NIR PL
emission and its relation, if any, to the enhanced visible

absorption in TiO2 nanostructures in pure TiO2(B), anatase,
rutile, and its mixed phases.
Herein, through careful in situ photoluminescence studies

under controlled environment, we attempt to identify the
specific defect responsible for the red shift in the absorption
edge, visible and NIR PL emission in undoped TiO2
nanoribbons (NRb) grown by a solvothermal technique. In
particular, monitoring the time evolution of the visible and NIR
PL emissions at low temperature, under high vacuum and
oxygen environment, allows us to distinguish and unambigu-
ously identify the defect states associated with Ov and Tii.
Interestingly, we observed a wide range of visible absorption
from these undoped TiO2 NRb fabricated under various growth
conditions, and we demonstrate that Tii rich samples have
higher red shifts in the absorption edge, which is crucial for
more efficient visible light photocatalysis in TiO2-based
materials. Based on our experimental observations, the origin
of the tunable NIR PL from TiO2 NRb has been traced to
surface Ti interstitials for the first time. The identification of Tii
states in the bandgap of undoped TiO2 NRb is considered an
important step in further exploitation of defect engineered
undoped TiO2 nanostructures and is believed to be an
important milestone in realizing improved visible light
photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications of this novel
material.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The details of the synthesis procedure for the TiO2
nanostructures were reported in our previous study.24 Briefly,
0.275 g of anatase TiO2 powder was mixed with 60 mL of 10 M
NaOH in mixed solvent (DI water/ethylene glycol = 1:1)
under stirring for 1 h, a milky solution was obtained. Afterward,
the mixed solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave
(Berghof, BR- 100). During the growth process, the temper-
ature inside the autoclave was monitored and maintained at
180, 205, and 235 °C under autogenous pressure and constant
magnetic stirring at 250 rpm for 16−24 h. The formed
precipitates were obtained by centrifugation and washed several
times with DI water. Subsequently, the products underwent an
ultrasonic treatment with 0.1 M HCl until the pH ∼ 7 and
finally the precipitates were calcined at different temperatures
in the range 500−900 °C for 5 h in air. The vacuum annealing
of the sample grown for 16 h followed by 500 °C calcinations
was performed at 300 °C under 1.2 × 10−2 mbar pressure for 2
h. For convenience of discussion, the TiO2 nanoribbon samples
are categorized according to different growth temperature,

Table 1. Details of the Samples: Crystal Structure Obtained from XRD and Raman Studies, Morphology Obtained from FESEM
and TEM Analyses, Bandgap Calculated from the Absorption Spectra, and NIR PL Peak Position in PL Spectra

center of NIR PL
peaks (eV)

sample name growth temperature, duration, calcinations crystal structure morphology nanoribbon surface features bandgap (eV) peak P1 peak P2

A500 180 °C, 16 h, 500 °C TiO2(B) nanoribbon nanopits 2.34 1.21 1.47
A700 180 °C, 16 h, 700 °C TiO2(B)-anatase Nanoribbon Nanobricks 2.48
A900 180 °C, 16 h, 900 °C anatase-rutile nanoribbon smooth 2.29 1.35 1.47
A500V A500Vac. annealed TiO2(B)
B500 235 °C, 16 h, 500 °C anatase nanoribbon nanopits, nanostones 2.64 1.30 1.47
B700 235 °C, 16 h, 700 °C anatase-rutile nanoribbon nanostones 2.09 1.34 1.47
B900 235 °C, 16 h, 900 °C rutile nanoribbon nanostones, nanobricks 1.98 1.23 1.47
C500 205 °C, 16 h, 500 °C anatase nanoribbon 2.77 1.27 1.47
D500 180 °C, 24 h, 500 °C TiO2(B) nanoribbon nanobricks
D900 180 °C, 24 h, 900 °C anatase- rutile nanoribbon nanostones, nanobricks 2.17
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reaction duration and calcinations temperatures. Samples
grown at fixed reaction temperature of 180 °C, 16 h, are
categorized as “A” series and after calcination at 500, 700, and
900 °C are named as A500, A700, and A900, respectively. The
A500 after vacuum annealing is named as A500V. The samples
grown at 235 °C, 16 h reaction, are termed as ‘B’ series and
after calcinations at 500, 700, and 900 °C are named as B500,
B700, B900, respectively. Sample grown at 205 °C for 16 h
reaction and calcined at 500 °C is named as C500. Samples
grown at 180 °C after reaction time 24 h followed by
calcinations at 500 and 900 °C are termed as D500 and D900,
respectively. The details of the sample nomenclature and
growth conditions are presented in Table 1. The character-
ization tools used to study various properties of the as-grown
NRb are described in the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Characterization. The XRD patterns of
solvothermal products synthesized at two different growth
temperatures (i.e., 180 and 235 °C) after a 16 h reaction and
different calcinations temperatures are shown in Figure S1
(Supporting Information). All the peaks correspond to
TiO2(B) phase for A500; however, for A700 and A900,
mixed phase TiO2(B)-anatase and anatase-rutile TiO2 with little
signature of TiO2(B) are observed, respectively (Figure S1a).
We observed pure anatase phase for B500, mixed phase
anatase-rutile for B700, and pure rutile TiO2 for B900. At low
growth (180 °C) and calcinations temperature (500 °C), pure
TiO2(B) phase is formed irrespective of reaction duration (see
Figure S1c). On the other hand, at higher growth temperature
of 235 °C, anatase, mixed anatase-rutile, and pure rutile phases
were formed after 500, 700, and 900 °C calcinations,
respectively (Figure S1b). Various phases of the as-prepared
NRb were further confirmed from micro Raman analysis.
Raman modes in A500, A500V, and D500 correspond to pure
TiO2(B) phase, as shown in Figure S2a (Supporting
Information). The intensity of Ag mode at 147 cm−1 is
decreased considerably for the A500V and D500 compared to
A500. Because A500V is vacuum annealed, the reduction in
intensity of the Ag mode is attributed to the higher
concentration of oxygen vacancies. A900 and D900 show
(Figure S2b) the Raman modes of mixed phase anatase-rutile,
while A700 shows mixed phase TiO2(B)-anatase, consistent
with the XRD analysis. An upshift of Eg(1) mode for the as-
synthesized NRb compared to the precursor TiO2 powder is
shown in the inset of Figure S2b (Supporting Information).
Note that the Raman mode of precursor TiO2 powder is at 142
cm−1 (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The blue shift of as-
synthesized NRb is primarily due to the oxygen vacancies in
TiO2.

28−30 B500 and C500 show the characteristic Raman
modes of anatase TiO2, while B900 shows the Raman modes of
rutile TiO2 (see Figure S2c, Supporting Information). B700
shows a mixed phase anatase-rutile TiO2. The inset of Figure
S2c, left panel, shows the blue shifting of the Eg(1) Raman
mode of the as-grown samples compared to precursor TiO2.
Note that the larger blue shift is observed for the B500 and
B700 compared to C500. From the PL study discussed later, we
found that C500 contains a high concentration of oxygen
vacancies as compared to B500 and B700. Hence, it is likely
that the blue shift of the Eg(1) mode in anatase TiO2 is not only
associated with Ov, but also related to other defects, for
example, Tii in the NRb. The Raman spectra are fully consistent

with the XRD pattern for phase confirmation among different
TiO2 polymorphs.

Morphological Studies. The morphologies of the as-
synthesized nanostructures imaged by field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) are shown in Figure 1a (samples

B500, B700, and B900). Nanostones and nanopits, like
structures on the surface of NRb, are clearly seen for B500.
The growth of the nanostones on the surface of NRb is
increased as the calcinations temperature is increased to 700 °C
(B700). Further increase of calcination temperature to 900 °C
leads to large size naobricks and nanostones like structures on
the surface. These structures have sharp edges and high surface
area, which may help for the enhanced photocatalytic activity at
the surface. The nanostones and nanobricks are arranged in a
nice pattern that builds a microbridge like structures. The NRb
with moderate to high Ov and diffusion of Tii exhibits a wide
variety of restructuring surface morphologies which includes
nanopits and nanostones during various calcinations temper-
atures. These surface structures result from various Tilattice−O
and Tii−O bond rearrangement due to the Ti interstitials that
diffuse from the bulk to the surface during calcinations. Thus,
the diffusion of Tii in TiO2 plays a major role in surface and
interface-related phenomena when high temperature calcina-
tions are involved. This may be similar to the TiOx (where x =
∼2) islands found by Wendt et al.12 due to the diffusion of Tii
in their STM images during annealing. The low magnification
FESEM images of A500, A700, and D500 are shown in Figure
S4 (Supporting Information), which indicate complete
formation of nanoribbons. The energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectrum of A900 is shown in Figure S5 (Supporting
Information), which shows only Ti and O elements, indicating
there is no impurity element. The atomic ratio of O/Ti is 1.72,
which is less than 2, indicating oxygen deficiency, and thus,
oxygen vacancies are present.
Figure 1b−d shows the transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images of the as-grown samples A700 and D900. The
high magnification TEM image of A700 is shown in Figure 1b.
Nanoribbons with nanobrick- and nanopit-like structures on

Figure 1. FESEM images of the morphology of TiO2 nanostructures:
(a) B500, B700, and B900 grown at 235 °C; TEM images of (b) A700
at higher magnification showing nanobricks and nanopits, and the
inset shows the corresponding SAED pattern; (c) A700, lattice fringe;
and (d) D900, the insets show the lattice fringe and SAED pattern.
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the surface are observed. The inset of Figure 1b shows the
corresponding SAED pattern. It clearly dictates the tetragonal
pattern of anatase TiO2 and monoclinic pattern of TiO2(B)
phase, indicating mixed phase TiO2(B)-anatase is formed. The
nanopits of diameter 5−13 nm and nanobricks of width ∼13
nm are formed on the surface of NRb, making them porous-like
structures with a highly active surface. The HRTEM lattice
fringe of A700 with d-spacing of 5.82 and 2.59 Å corresponds
to (200) and (310) planes of TiO2(B) phase, respectively, as
shown in Figure 1c. This indicates that the NRb are grown
along the ⟨200⟩ direction, whereas the nanobricks are grown
along the ⟨310⟩ direction. The d-spacing of 3.53 Å corresponds
to (101) plane of anatase TiO2. Figure 1d shows the TEM
image of D900. The corresponding SAED pattern shown in the
inset dictates the single crystalline nature. The HRTEM lattice
image of the corresponding NRb is shown in the inset of Figure
1d, left upper panel. The lattice fringe with d-spacing of 3.50 Å
corresponds to the (101) plane of anatase TiO2. Thus, growth
temperature, reaction duration, and calcination temperature
strongly influence the surface morphology and resulting defects,
for example, Ov, Tii, and so on, in TiO2, and this is crucial in
tuning the electrical and optical properties of the nanostruc-
tures.
Optical Absorption and Photoluminescence Studies.

Light absorption characteristics of the solvothermally synthe-
sized TiO2 nanostructures are shown in Figure 2a,b. All the as-

synthesized samples exhibit a red shift of the absorption edge
and considerable absorption in the visible region (>447 nm)
compared to precursor TiO2 (380 nm, Figure S6, Supporting
Information). The absorption spectra for B500, B700, and
B900 are shown in Figure 2a. Note that with higher calcinations
temperature, the absorption edge extends up to yellow region
of the visible spectrum. Due to indirect bandgap, the band tail is
extended to a low energy region. In Figure 2a, three steps of
absorptions (i.e., 380−420, 420−580, and 660−840 nm) can be

distinguished. The absorption in the 380−420 nm range (violet
region) arises due to the self-trapped states and shallow trap
states Tilattice

3+ centers, while absorption in the range 420−580
nm (blue, green, and yellow region) arises due to the deep trap
states F+ centers associated with the oxygen vacancies.
However, the absorption in the range 660−840 nm (red
region and extended up to NIR region) is prominent for
samples calcined at higher temperature and it may be originated
from the Tii defects that migrate to the near surface region
during calcination. Note that B500, B700, and B900 grown at
higher reaction temperature show systematic red shift in the
bandgap to pure visible region, enabling strong visible
absorption in the undoped TiO2 and this is expected to exhibit
strong visible light photocatalytic activity for hydrogen
generation. The presence of regular lattice Tilattice

3+ trap center,
F+ center, and interstitial Tii

3+ are confirmed from our electron
spin resonance (ESR) measurement discussed later. Figure 2b
shows the absorption spectra of the samples grown after
different reaction durations (i.e., 16 and 24 h) and calcined at
900 °C. With an increase in reaction duration, visible
absorption is clearly increased and this is caused by higher
concentration of defects. The Tauc plot constructed from the
absorption spectra are shown as insets in each case. The band
gap is calculated from the linear fit to the linear portion of
(αhν)1/2 versus hν plot and the data are presented in Table 1.
Note that the band gap of pure anatase phase of TiO2 NRb
(C500 and B500) are relatively large (2.77 and 2.64 eV,
respectively) compared to the other as-grown samples.
However, we noticed that within the same phase, the band
gap of B500 is narrower than that of C500 grown at lower
temperature. This indicates that samples grown at higher
temperature followed by calcination at high temperature
possess higher concentration of a particular defect that is
largely responsible for reduction in the bandgap. This is
consistent with the theoretical predictions made by various
groups.19,20,31 Interestingly, experimental evidence of bandgap
narrowing due to Tii defects is reported by Wendt et al.12

Morgan et al.31 reported the larger red-shift of absorption edge
due to Tii defects compared to Ov defects.
Theoretical calculations suggested that a high vacancy

concentration could induce a band of electronic states just
below the conduction band.32 Zuo et al.33 reported that the
presence of a mini band closely below the conduction band
minimum, which is related to the oxygen vacancy associated
with Ti3+ and is responsible for the bandgap narrowing in TiO2.
Similar observation related to oxygen vacancy induced bandgap
narrowing has been reported in ZnO system.34 More recently,
Liu et al.9 reported the band gap narrowing of undoped TiO2
due to oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ species which showed
enhanced visible light-driven photocatalytic oxidation on
methylene blue and water splitting. Finazzi et al.20 reported
that the presence of both Tilattice

3+ and Tii
3+ species resulted in

new states in the band gap (about 1−1.5 eV below the
conduction band) of TiO2 materials. It will be evident that our
results are more consistent with the Ti interstitial mediated
redshift of the bandgap to visible region. Note that the
absorption edge of precursor TiO2 powder is at ∼380 nm (3.26
eV), although PL studies show high concentration of oxygen
vacancies present in it. Thus, oxygen vacancies alone do not
give rise to visible absorption. On the other hand, high
temperature calcined NRb shows considerable decrease in
bandgap from 2.77 to 1.98 eV (shown in Table 1) under
different growth conditions as compared to precursor TiO2

Figure 2. UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra: (a) B500, B700, and B900
grown at 235 °C and different calcinations; (b) A900 and D900 grown
at different reaction duration and 900 °C calcinations; The insets in
each case show the (αhν)1/2 vs hν plot, indicating the indirect bandgap
for the corresponding absorption spectrum of each sample. Bandgap
energy is calculated from the extrapolated line (dashed) fitted to
respective linear portions. Room temperature PL spectra for (c) A500,
A700, A900, and A500V, inset is the comparison of A500 and D500;
Spectrum for A500V is vertically shifted for clarity. (d) B500, B700,
and C500, inset shows the magnified view of the visible PL in A500V
with Gaussian peak fitting.
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powder (3.2 eV). Our PL data presented later is consistent with
the fact that these samples contain very low vacancy
concentration. Thus, the control of Ti interstitials in TiO2
nanostructures hold the key to enhanced visible absorption and
enhanced photocatalytic performance without introducing any
external doping/impurities.
To enable a more clear understanding on the nature of

defects and related trap states within the bandgap in TiO2 NRb,
PL studies are performed on different samples. Figure 2c shows
the room temperature and atmospheric pressure PL spectra of
the samples grown at 180 °C, 16 h. The vacuum annealed
sample A500V shows highly enhanced visible PL emission as
compared to as-synthesized A500, indicating that the
concentration of oxygen vacancies are dramatically increased
after vacuum annealing, as expected. However, as calcination
temperature is increased from 500 to 900 °C, the intensity of
NIR PL is clearly increased and the peak is blue-shifted. Similar
features are observed for the samples grown at 235 °C (Figure
2d), where the PL intensity is about 1 order of magnitude
higher. On the other hand, the intensity of visible PL is very
low and does not change significantly with calcination
temperatures. Further, comparison of PL intensity for B500
and C500 shows that NIR PL intensity is higher for growth at
higher temperature (Figure 2d). Thus, it is evident that higher
the growth temperature and/or higher the calcinations
temperature, higher the NIR PL intensity. Further, no
correlation is found between the visible PL and NIR PL
intensity in each sample, which indicates that the origin of these
PL emissions is associated with distinctly different defects
species (i.e., Ov and Tii). The inset in Figure 2c shows the
comparison of PL spectra for A500 and D500 that are grown/
calcined at low temperature. It is clear that at low growth
temperature, NIR PL intensity is very low compared to higher
growth temperature and both NIR and visible PL intensity
increase with reaction durations. The broad visible PL could be
fitted properly with four Gaussian bands centered at 2.01, 2.29,
2.60, and 2.77 eV for A500V (inset of Figure 2d). Note that the
higher energy tail of the PL spectra is truncated due to the use
of a 435 nm filter during the PL measurement. Peak 1 is
ascribed to self-trapped excitons located at TiO6 octahedra,
while peaks 2 and 3 are ascribed to oxygen vacancy related trap
states. The peak 4 is attributed to the presence of hydroxyl
(OH) species which may form an acceptor level just above the
valence band.24 Moreover, upon the loss of an O atom in TiO2
lattice, the electron pair that remains trapped in the vacancy
cavity leave behind a pair of electrons, which give rise to an F
center and one of the electron in the F center tends to occupy
the neighboring Ti4+ ion and yield Tilattice

3+ center and F+ center
states within the bandgap of the material, as detailed in ref 24.
Here, we focus our attention to understand the evolution of
NIR PL emission and its origin.
XPS and ESR Studies. A more direct evidence of oxygen

vacancies and Ti interstitials in TiO2 NRb, which are believed
to be responsible for the visible and NIR PL emission, are
further confirmed from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis. Note that identification of Ti interstitials
through XPS has been very challenging experimentally. A
comparison of the Ti 2p core-level spectra for A900, A500V,
and B500 is shown in Figure 3a. Interestingly, the Ti 2p3/2 and
2p1/2 peaks shows slightly lower binding energy in Ti
interstitial rich A900 and B500 as compared to the case of
vacancy rich A500V. Though the shift is rather small, it is
discernible in the spectra and is meaningful to distinguish two

different kinds of samples exhibiting different PL emissions.
Note that the separation between Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks
(5.75 eV) remains unchanged for all samples. It can be noted
that no obvious broadening and shouldering of Ti 2p3/2 peaks
toward lower binding energy are observed for A900 and B500,
which indicates the absence of Ti3+ species on the surface of the
NRb. Etacheri et al.35 reported that Ti 2p3/2 peak of XPS
spectra are shifted to higher binding energy in their oxygen rich
TiO2 samples due to oxygen interstitials. Therefore, the peak
shift for A900 and B500 toward lower binding energy can be
interpreted as a combined effect of surface Ti4+ and near surface
Tii

3+ interstitial defects. We also observed Tii
3+ defects from

these samples in the ESR spectra, presented later. We believe
that during high temperature calcinations, the Tii

3+ defects on
the surface tend to interact with atmospheric O2 in air and
oxidize to form Tii

4+ species. Interestingly, the deconvolution of
Ti 2p core-level spectra of oxygen vacancy rich A500V yields
two major characteristics doublets for Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/2,
encompassing a set of two 2p3/2 peaks at 455.85 and 458.12
eV and a set of two 2p1/2 peaks centered at 461.89 and 464.03
eV, respectively (see Figure 3b). The XPS peaks at 458.15 and
464.03 eV are attributed 4+ valence state of Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/
2, respectively, while 455.85 and 461.89 eV are assigned to 3+
valence state of Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, respectively. Note that
these Ti4+ and Ti3+ peaks in oxygen vacancy rich A500V are due
to regular Tilattice

3+ and Tilattice
4+ in TiO2 crystals. A comparison of

the oxygen O 1s core-level spectra for different Tii and Ov rich
samples is shown in Figure 3c. Besides the broad shoulder at
higher binding energy, intense peaks at 529.17 and 529.23 eV
are observed for A900 and B500, respectively. This peak is of
lower intensity and at higher biding energy for vacancy rich
A500V. XPS peak at 530.1 eV is generally due to the O2

− ion in
TiO2 crystal lattice.

36,37 Thus, the observed intense O 1s peak
in A900 and B500 shifted to lower binding energy by ∼0.9 eV

Figure 3. XPS spectra: (a) Ti 2p core level spectra for A900, A500V,
and B500. Dotted vertical lines show the change in relative peak
position in each case. (b) Ti 2p core level spectral fitting for A500V.
Dotted curves refer to the fitting of the various components in the XPS
spectrum. (c) O 1s core level spectra for A900, A500V, and B500.
Dotted vertical line shows the change in relative peak position. (d)
Room temperature ESR spectra for B500, B700, and C500. The
respective g-values are indicated in each case.
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may be due to the contribution from Tii−O binding on the
surface and near surface region.
ESR is an exceptionally powerful technique in detecting the

spin polarized charge state of defective TiO2 nanostructures.
ESR spectra shown in Figure 3d reveal that g = 1.972 and 1.942
for B500 and g = 1.970 and 1.944 for B700, indicating the
presence of Ti3+at regular lattice position and interstitial
position, respectively.33,38,39 Note that Chester38 and Kingsbury
et al.39 assigned ESR signal at g = 1.94 to Ti3+ interstitial. More
recently, Zuo et al.33 reported the ESR signals at g = 1.975 and
1.944 to Ti3+ species which were observed from experimental
and simulation studies. These results are in close agreement
with our ESR results. The g-value at 1.994, 1.993, and 2.001 are
attributed to singly ionized oxygen vacancy F+ center for B500,
B700, and C500, respectively. It is also believed that surface
Ti3+ would react with adsorbed O2 which reduced to O−

species and show an ESR signal at g = 2.02.40 It may be noted
that ESR is insensitive to Ti4+ species and hence no signal is
expected from these species. This observation is very useful to
identify the Tii

3+ defects as well oxygen vacancy related Tilattice
3+

and F+ centers.
In Situ Photoluminescence under Controlled Environ-

ment. To ascertain the origin of visible and NIR PL emission
from TiO2 nanostructures, we performed in situ PL measure-
ments under controlled environments. The enhancement of
visible PL after vacuum annealing strongly supports the fact
that the visible PL in the TiO2 NRb is due to oxygen vacancy
induced states. For monitoring the NIR PL under controlled
environment, the Ti interstitial rich A900 was mounted inside a
high vacuum chamber and the chamber was evacuated to a
pressure of 5 × 10−5 mbar and PL measurements were
performed with 405 nm laser at room temperature (RT) with
10 mW power (at source). Interestingly, the RT PL spectrum
under vacuum shows both visible and NIR emission bands
(with two peaks at 1.47 and 1.40 eV), as shown in Figure 4a,
when excited with 405 nm laser. On the other hand, with the
controlled introduction of air (oxygen) in the vacuum chamber,
the PL spectrum evolves to a very weak visible emission and a
strong NIR emission with a single peak at 1.47 eV. The
disappearance of visible emission with air/oxygen exposure is
consistent with the fact that oxygen vacancy concentration is
dramatically reduced due to the laser induced heating in oxygen
environment. This is also accompanied by the disappearance of
one of the NIR peak at 1.40 eV. Note that A900 underwent
calcinations at 900 °C in air before PL measurement. During
PL measurement under vacuum, the laser exposure causes local
heating of the sample and introduces oxygen vacancies and
some of the lattice Ti3+ migrates to the interstitial sites, since
the process is equivalent to vacuum annealing. Thus, the strong
visible band and the lower energy NIR PL band (at ∼1.40 eV)
observed under high vacuum arise from the oxygen vacancy and
Ti3+ interstitial defects, respectively. The strong NIR PL at
∼1.47 eV remains unchanged in intensity and center position
when oxygen is introduced in the vacuum chamber. Thus, the
NIR PL originates from a defect that is independent of the
oxygen vacancy and Ti3+ defects in reduced TiO2. Our results
strongly indicate that Ti4+ interstitials that migrate to the
surface during the high temperature calcinations are indeed
responsible for the NIR PL at 1.47 eV. Thus, the in situ PL
under vacuum and oxygen environment enables us to clearly
distinguish between defect states caused by Ti3+ and Ti4+ and
Ov defects.

Since laser exposure during PL measurement at room
temperature causes dynamic change in defect population in
reduced TiO2 owing to the local heating and oxidation effects,
we undertook low temperature PL measurements under high
vacuum to ascertain further the origin of NIR PL at ∼1.47 eV.
For this experiment, Ti interstitial rich A900 was again chosen
that shows strong NIR PL at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure (see Figure 2c) and the sample was
cooled to a temperature of 11 K under high vacuum. In situ
temperature-dependent PL spectra for A900 are shown in
Figure 4b. We noticed that at very low temperatures (21−61
K), there is no remarkable change in NIR PL intensity with
temperature indicating that laser-induced local heating is not
efficient at such low temperatures. Further, the temperature
quenching of PL is not significant since PL intensity at low
temperature and room temperature was equally high. However,
a marked reduction of PL intensity is observed when the
sample temperature increased beyond 61 K up to 281 K (see
inset of Figure 4b). Note that the intensity of NIR PL at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure for A900 was very high
prior to the cooling for low temperature PL measurement
under high vacuum. Since the measurement was carried out
under high vacuum, it may be possible that the oxygen
vacancies are increased with the increasing laser heating at
higher temperature. If the evolution of NIR PL has any relation
to the oxygen vacancy, then the intensity should be enhanced
with the increasing temperature. However, because we
observed the systematic reduction of NIR PL intensity with
increasing sample temperature, the NIR PL cannot be related
to oxygen vacancy as well as Tilattice

3+ defects. We believe that the
gradual decrease of NIR PL by the laser annealing in vacuum is
due to the Tii migration from the near surface region to the
bulk in A900 which occupy the regular Ti lattice site so that
there is reduction of Tii defects. Note that laser induced local
heating is effective when the sample temperature is near room

Figure 4. (a) In situ PL spectra for A900 under vacuum and after
oxygen exposure with laser ON. The visible emission and lower energy
NIR peak drastically goes down, while the other NIR peak at ∼1.47 eV
remains unchanged. (b) Low temperature PL spectra under high
vacuum for A900 at different temperature. The inset shows change in
integrated PL intensity as a function of temperature.
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temperature, while for the sample maintained at low temper-
ature the local heating is less efficient due to heat dissipation to
the sample holder, despite tight focusing of the laser beam on
the sample. Direct evidence for Tii migration from surface to
bulk of rutile TiO2 under similar experimental conditions were
provided by Henderson41 through temperature programmed
static secondary ion mass spectrometry (SSIMS) measure-
ments. It was demonstrated that when a rutile reduced TiO2 is
vacuum heated above 700 K, the diffusion of Ti interstitial from
the surface to bulk takes place, instead of out diffusion of bulk
oxygen atoms. More recently, this was demonstrated for
anatase TiO2 as well.

42 Therefore, our results provide clinching
evidence that due to the migration of Ti interstitials from
surface to the bulk region, the NIR PL at ∼1.47 eV gradually
diminishes and these surface Ti4+ interstitials are unambigu-
ously the origin of the NIR PL at ∼1.47 eV in undoped TiO2
NRb. Note that in the present case Ti interstitial migration may
be taking place at a temperature much lower than 700 K,
because local heating may not be as high as 700 K with 10 mW
(at source) laser excitation. We believe that due to lower
sensitivity of the SSIMS that the sensitivity of PL technique, the
Ti migration was detected at a higher temperature than the
actual temperature required to initiate the process of Ti
migration under high vacuum. We anticipate that during laser
exposure of the TiO2 NRb near room temperature, the local
temperature rise may be as high as 500 K in TiO2 nanopowders
that may have relatively weak thermal contact with the Si
substrate used for the PL measurements and around this
temperature Tii migration starts taking place that could be
monitored through PL due to its extremely high sensitivity. In
the case of Si nanocrystal film on quartz substrate, the local
temperature rise was found to be as high as ∼1000 K for a laser
power density of 5 kWcm−2 during laser Raman measurements
with continuous wave 488 nm laser.43 Unfortunately, no such
data is available for TiO2 nanostructures. Though the incident
laser power density is estimated to be about 1 kW cm−2 in our
case, accurate estimate of the local temperature rise is not
feasible here due to nonavailability of thermal conductivity data
for TiO2 NRb.
In order to gain a better insight into the entire range of

bandgap states responsible for the NIR PL peaks, we measured
extended NIR PL at room temperature using an InGaAs
detector and results are shown in Figure 5a. The NIR peaks are
found to be broad and the mean position shows blue-shift as
the calcinations temperature is increased. The broad peak
consists of two Gaussian peaks centered at 1.27 and 1.47 eV for
C500, as shown in Figure 5b. The broad peak may be due to
the size distribution of the NRb and broad distribution of
electronic sates in the band gap causes bandgap reduction, as
observed from absorption studies. As discussed before, these
peaks are attributed to Ti3+ and Ti4+ interstitials. The peak
position for Ti3+ slightly varies in different samples and the
extracted peak positions (peaks P1 and P2) are presented in
Table 1. The time-resolved PL (TRPL) studies on C500 at
emission energy 1.30 eV show PL decay in microsecond time
scale (Figure 5c). The TRPL spectra can be fitted by a
biexponential decay curve with time constant τ1 = 1.1 μS and τ2
= 32.8 μS. This result reveals that two defect states contribute
to the broad NIR PL, consistent with the steady state PL
spectrum. The fast decay and slow decay correspond to
contributions from peaks at 1.27 eV (P1) and 1.47 eV (P2),
respectively. It is observed that peak P2 at 1.47 eV remains
unchanged in energy for all samples, while the peak P1 at lower

energy side varies from 1.21 to 1.34 eV depending upon the
samples growth and calcinations temperatures. Hence, the peak
P2 at 1.47 eV is attributed to Tii

4+, while the peak P1 is assigned
to Tii

3+ defects. The relative intensities of these two peaks
depend on the history of PL measurements environment. Note
that XPS results support the presence of both Tii

3+ and Tii
4+ and

ESR spectra show the presence of Tii
3+ defects. Therefore, our

results are consistent with the fact that the migrated Tii
3+ at the

surface interact with O2 in air during high temperature
calcinations and a majority of these species are converted to
Ti4+ oxidation states. So, the peak P1 is shifted toward higher
energy as the calcinations temperature increases. Note that very
weak broad NIR PL is also observed for oxygen vacancy rich
A500V compared to other as-synthesized samples, with the
InGaAs detector, indicating the presence of low concentration
of Tii defects in A500V. Further we noticed that as the growth
temperature increases from 180−235 °C, visible PL band
decreases systematically and NIR PL band successively evolves
and intensity increases. So, the evolution of NIR PL is
dominant at higher temperature heat treatment, that is, both
higher growth and calcinations temperatures in air. The
samples with strong NIR PL have stronger and extended
range visible absorption, as shown in Figure 2. These results
strongly suggest that strong visible absorption and NIR PL
emission are caused primarily by the Ti interstitial defects.
Finally, the effect of various surface morphologies that evolve
during calcinations on the visible and NIR PL cannot be fully
ignored. Further studies combined with in situ STM and
photoelectron spectroscopy may shed more light on the local
structure of these defects and distribution of bandgap states in
undoped TiO2 nanostructures.

Figure 5. (a) Extended range NIR PL spectra of A900, B500, B700,
and C500 using an InGaAs detector. The spectra are vertically shifted
for clarity of presentation. Vertical dotted lines indicate the respective
peak positions for two groups of samples. (b) Gaussian fit to the NIR
PL for C500 showing two symmetric peaks centered at 1.27 and 1.47
eV. (c) TRPL spectrum of C500 at 1.30 eV emission, the symbols
represent experimental data and the solid line represents fitted curve
with double exponential decay. The time constants of decay are
indicated in each case. (d) Schematic band diagram illustrating the
physical origin of the visible and NIR PL emissions. See text for details.
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■ DISCUSSION

Lauer44 recorded a 1.70 eV NIR PL emission for high
temperature annealed (900−1000 °C) ZnO in O2 ambient
and suggested that the PL results from electron transition from
the conduction band edge to a hole trapped in the bulk at 1.60
eV above the valence band edge. Recently, Wang et al.27

reported splitting of broad visible-NIR PL to separate green
(2.31 eV) and NIR (1.64 eV) emissions for 800 °C air-annealed
ZnO microstructure and finally the NIR band dominated at
1000 °C. They suggested that the NIR emission is due to
donor−acceptor transition between oxygen vacancy and zinc
vacancy and/or radiative recombination of shallowly trapped
electrons with deeply trapped hole at interstitial Oi defect. Shi
et al.22 reported the NIR PL emission at ∼1.49 eV when the
TiO2 was calcined at >500 °C and the peak was more intense
after 900 °C calcinations. The authors investigated the in situ
PL measurement in O2 and H2 treatment as an oxidation and
reduction atmosphere for the 900 °C calcined sample and
observed that the NIR PL band are increased after oxidation
treatment in O2 and decreased after reduction treatment in H2.
It was suggested that NIR luminescence is due to intrinsic
defects in rutile TiO2. Note that here the B500 is purely
anatase, as confirmed from the XRD and Raman analyses. We
observed strong NIR PL signal in B500 and A900. Further, we
observed the NIR PL emission in pure TiO2(B), mixed phase
TiO2(B)-anatase and anatase-rutile besides the broad visible PL
emission. Our results suggest that NIR PL in TiO2 is not the
intrinsic properties of rutile phase only, contrary to the earlier
report.22 Therefore, it appears that the high temperature heat
treatment actually results in the migration of intrinsic defects
from the bulk to the surface and evolution of NIR PL emissions
in both TiO2 and ZnO systems.
We noticed that A500, A700, and A900 show the visible PL

band intensity in the order A700 > A900 > A500, whereas the
NIR PL in the order A900 > A700 > A500. Our experimental
results reveal that the calcinations of as-grown solvothermal
product at various temperatures in air is a more complex than a
simple vacancy filling process as is usually believed, owing to
the peculiar behavior of NIR and visible bands observed here.
At a typical calcinations temperature, the samples with
moderate to high oxygen vacancies and Tii defects exhibit a
wide variety of restructuring surface morphologies that includes
the formation of nanopits, nanobricks and smooth surface on
the TiO2 NRb. These surface structures result from the various
Tilattice-O and Tii-O bond rearrangements due to the Ti
interstitials that diffuse from the bulk to the surface during
calcinations. There has been evidence for diffusing native point
defects in bulk rutile playing a major role in surface and
interface related phenomena when high temperature annealing
is involved.45,46 When a reduced rutile TiO2 (110) crystal is
exposed to O2 at elevated temperatures, diffusion of Ti
interstitial to the surface has been reported12,47,48 and the
opposite effect occurs during vacuum annealing.13,49 Iddir et
al.50 reported that the Ti interstitials with small migration
barriers are the major diffusive species compared to oxygen
vacancies by using ab initio calculation. Because the behavior of
two PL bands (NIR and visible emission) are different, so it is
ascribed to a difference in trapping probability and expected to
originate from different sources of point defects in TiO2 NRb.
Therefore, besides the Ov, Tii must be also considered as an
active defects in reduced TiO2 and it may strongly influence
various properties of the material, such as bandgap narrowing.

At moderate calcinations temperature 700 °C, the dehydration
of as-grown solvothermal products takes place and the oxygen
vacancies are increased for the A700 as compared to A500 and
the molecular O2 may not interact with the material at this
stage. At higher temperature 900 °C, the molecular O2 interacts
with surface of the materials and start filling oxygen vacancies
and the near surface Tii diffuse to the upper surface layer, where
reaction with O2 molecules is more likely. The Ti interstitial
diffusion proceeds via an exchange mechanism50 in which a Ti
atom on a regular lattice site is released to an interstitial site
toward the surface and subsequently the lattice site is occupied
by the original Ti interstitial atom from a deeper layer. So, we
believe that the gradual increase of NIR PL with calcinations
temperature may be due to the creation of more Tii defects in
the near surface layers.
Therefore, our experimental finding provide convincing

evidence that visible PL primarily originates from oxygen
vacancies, while the extended visible absorption as well as NIR
PL emission are due to the interstitial Tii defects in reduced
TiO2. The native defects such as Ov and Tii create deep trap
states within the bandgap of TiO2 which act as luminescence
centers for visible and NIR PL, respectively. Note that the Tii
defect trap states are deeper than the Ov trap states below the
conduction band as theoretically predicted by Lee et al.19 and
Finazzi et al.20 Interestingly, the measured energies for the Tii
states are close to the theoretically predicted energy levels of
1.3 eV above the valence band51 or 1.3 eV below the
conduction band.19 Since the measured band gap in the Ti
interstitial rich TiO2 NRb lies in the range 1.98 to 2.64 eV (see
Table 1), the predicted results matches remarkably well with
our experimental data. The location of these trap states which
are responsible for the evolution of strong visible and NIR PL
emissions can be understood better from the schematic band
diagram shown in Figure 5d. The photogenerated electrons are
initially excited to the conduction band of TiO2 on irradiating
laser light (405 nm) and then relaxed to the defect states. The
visible PL is due to the transition of electrons from self-trap
exciton, Tii

3+ center and F+ center trap states to the valence
band and F+ center state to acceptor level due to OH− species,
as discussed in our earlier report.24 The NIR PL emissions are
due to the transition of electron from Tii

4+ and Tii
3+ defect trap

states to the valence band.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Undoped TiO2 NRb with nanopits, nanobricks, and nanostones
like surface morphologies were successfully synthesized by a
simple solvothermal method followed by calcinations. With
higher calcination temperatures, absorption edge systematically
red-shift up to visible (yellow-red) region for these undoped
NRb, which is very important for enhanced visible light
photocatalysis. Our in situ PL studies under controlled
environment provide conclusive evidence that visible PL band
originate from oxygen vacancy states that can be manipulated
easily. Low temperature in situ PL studies provide clinching
evidence for the Ti surface interstitials being responsible for the
NIR PL emission at 1.27 and 1.47 eV, identified for the first
time. The UV-visible-NIR absorption spectroscopy shows
reduced bandgap due to the presence of Ov and Tii defect
states within the band gap of TiO2 NRb. Furthermore, the XPS
and ESR studies confirmed the presence of Ov and Tii defects
in the NRb in different samples, depending upon different
growth conditions and post growth processing. The highly
porous TiO2 NRb developed in this work accompanied by
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identification of the defects responsible for strong visible
absorption and NIR PL emission is considered as an important
milestone for engineering the efficient visible light photo-
catalytic and photovoltaic applications of undoped TiO2-based
materials.
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